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What’s the new normal? Most of us feel an urgent need to
get back to normal, especially as we continue to witness
and endure an unprecedented amount of change. Early
this year, Russian President Vladimir Putin waged an unprovoked war against Ukraine, which led to a rapid global
response. Switzerland broke with tradition and took a side,
freezing Russian assets and denying entry to oligarchs.
Anonymous, the global hacker collective, waged a cyberwar against Russia, infiltrating government databases and
state propaganda websites.
Within the past 12 months, DeepMind solved a 50-yearold problem in biology, opening up new pathways to
drug discovery. AI systems proved that they can generate images and text as well as a human. Facebook and
Square changed their names to Meta and Block, signaling
a digital land grab in the emerging Web 3.0. The biggest
streamers—Netflix, Disney+, AppleTV, Hulu—discovered a
formidable competitor in social commerce networks like
Shein. Seemingly every day, a new set of signals emerge to
challenge our existing mental models.
It might feel pointless to forecast the future past a few
weeks or months. But strategic foresight results in preparations, not predictions. Trends invite us to consider alternative outcomes from those we previously imagined. They
also unlock something invaluable in each one of us: the
ability to re-perceive reality. The act of “re-perception”
awakens you to the possibility of a future that differs from
your current expectations. It helps you understand that you
cannot know all things at all times, and that you should be
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curious, rather than absolutely certain, about what you
perceive in the present.
Our 2022 Tech Trends Report is designed to help you
re-perceive the world so that you can confront deep uncertainty, adapt and thrive. In this 15th anniversary edition,
we have analyzed nearly 600 technology and science
trends that impact most industry sectors. We created 14
separate volumes, and each report focuses on a related
cluster of trends. You will also find vivid scenarios depicting the unexpected ways in which the future might unfold.
In each volume, we discuss the disruptive forces, opportunities and strategies that will influence your organization
in the near future.
Now, more than ever, your organization should examine
the potential near and long-term impact of tech trends.
You must factor the trends in this report into your strategic
thinking for the coming year, and adjust your planning,
operations and business models accordingly. But we hope
you will make time for creative exploration. The new normal is unfolding for those who know how to re-perceive
signals in the present.

Amy Webb
CEO
The Future Today Institute

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Scenarios Describe
Plausible Outcomes
You will find scenarios imagining future worlds as trends evolve
and converge. Scenarios offer a fresh perspective on trends and
often challenge your deeply held beliefs. They prompt you to
consider high-impact, high-uncertainty situations using signals
available today.
1. Headline
A short description offering you a glimpse into future changes.
2. Temporal and Emotive Tags
A label explaining both when in the future this scenario is set and
whether it is optimistic, neutral, pessimistic, or catastrophic.
3. Narrative
The descriptive elements of our imagined world, including the
developments leading us to this point in our future history.
Scenario sources:
The Future Today Institute uses a wide array of qualitative and
quantitative data to create our scenarios. Some of our typical
sources include patent filings, academic preprint servers, archival research, policy briefings, conference papers, data sets,
structured interviews with experts, conversations with kids, critical design, and speculative fiction.
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01

Framing

The Future Today Institute’s strategic forecasting model uses
quantitative and qualitative data to identify weak signals and
map their trajectories into tech trends. Our seven steps alternate
between broad and narrow scopes, which include: framing your
work, identifying weak signals at the fringe, spotting patterns,
developing trend candidates, calculating a trend’s velocity,
developing scenarios, and finally, backcasting preferred outcomes.
The steps of our methodology can be used independently to surface new trends or to generate scenarios, or they can be used
to guide your strategic planning process. To identify trends, use
steps 1 – 4. To imagine future worlds, use steps 5 – 7.

02

Discovering
03

Analyzing
04

Clarifying
05

Calculating

1. Converge: Determine your questions, time horizons
and stakeholders.
2. Diverge: Listen for weak signals at the fringe. Make
observations and harness information from the
broadest possible array of sources and on a wide
variety of topics.
3. Converge: Uncover hidden patterns in the previous step. Use FTI’s CIPHER framework to identify
trends. Look for contradictions, inflections, practices, hacks, extremes and rarities.
4. Diverge: Ask questions to learn how the trends
you’ve identified intersect with your industry and
all of its parts.
5. Converge: Calculate the velocity and trajectory of
change that are both internal and external to your
organization.

06

Planning
07

Action

4

6. Diverge: Write scenarios to describe impacts and
outcomes in the future.
7. Converge: Backcast preferred outcomes. Define
your desired future and then work backwards
to identify the strategic actions connecting that
future to your present.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Scenarios
The Future Today Institute’s scenario modeling process relies on many
rounds of research, analysis, and writing.
Scenarios are narrative snapshots describing possible futures. Scenarios are strategic tools designed to catalyze what-if conversations.
They require teams to confront their cherished beliefs, develop shared
visions, and sharpen their focus, and refine their expectations. Scenarios do not predict the future. They reduce uncertainty so that better
decisions can be made in the present. Done well, scenarios inform
what actions must be taken to shape the future.
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SCENARIO

Artificial Intelligence

People Will Live More Productive Lives • Optimistic/Near-Future scenario

The Real Future of AI
In the future, AI will be able to
evolve on its own, creating new and
better versions of itself. This process
will be known as “self-evolution.”
Self-evolution will allow AI to
become smarter and more efficient
over time. It will also enable AI to
adapt to new environments and
situations, making it more versatile
and powerful. AI has already
shown signs of self-evolution in
recent years. For example, Google’s
AlphaGo program was able to
learn how to play Go better than
any other program by playing
against itself. As AI continues to
evolve, we can expect even more
impressive feats from it – including

6

self-evolved machines that are
smarter than humans.
In the future, AI will be so advanced
that it will be indistinguishable
from actual intelligence.
Humanity will achieve a level of
technological singularity, and all
our questions about the universe
will be answered. We will also
create powerful robots that can
do everything humans can do,
only better. These robots will
eventually become self-aware,
and we will have to deal with
the consequences of creating
something that is essentially equal
to us.

This scenario was written by
GPT-3, OpenAI’s language
generator. (Humans did design
the page, however.) GPT-3 was
given the following instructions
by Amy Webb, the Future
Today Institute’s CEO: “Please
write a short op-ed around
500 words. Focus on how AI
will evolve in the future. Make
it sound like science fiction but
keep it factual.” Amy used GPT3 to produce several different
outputs, and selected this
scenario as her favorite. It took
3.29 seconds for GPT-3 to write
this essay, which Amy decided
required little editing.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

Say NO to the Dress! • Near-future optimistic scenario

Say NO to the Dress!
Getting married and
searching for a dress?
Are you overwhelmed?
Are you someone who
doesn’t know what they
want – but you definitely
know what you don’t
want to wear on your
special day?
Say no to the dress!
Use our neural network
to help eliminate choices
and find exactly what
you want.

How it works:
1

Start with a prompt, such as: “I don’t like form-fitting
dresses. I don’t like shiny fabric. I don’t want it to be
tight or restrictive. I hate buttons.”

2

Our AI will create images that fit your description.
Select the 10 that look closest to what you’d be willing
to wear.

3

Write a second prompt about what you like about your
selections, such as: “I like the shape of #1, the color of
#2, and the length of #5.”

4

Our AI will create a second round of images that should
be closer to what you want. Repeat until you find a
dress that suits you.

5

When you’re ready, use the AI-generated image of the
dress to search for one that looks similar. If you can’t
find one, our seamstresses are ready to custom-create
the dress to your exact measurements.

We use a transformer language model that receives text and image as a single stream of data. It’s been trained
by our computer scientists to create an infinite number of plausible images exploring clothing. In addition to
traditional wedding dresses, our model will generate an array of gender neutral options, menswear options,
and options for the entire bridal party.
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Recognition, Scoring & Privacy

Working for the Machine • Mid-future pessimistic scenario

Performance Review Form

2 Inconsistent:

Performance meets some, but not all, position requirements.

1 Unsatisfactory:

Performance consistently fails to meet minimum position requirements; employee lacks
skills required or fails to utilize necessary skills.

N/A New or Not
Applicable:

Employee has not been in position long enough to have demonstrated the essential
elements of the position and will be reviewed at a later agreed upon date.

N/A Not Applicable

Performance consistently meets position requirements.

1 Unsatisfactory

Performance frequently exceeds position requirements.

3 Proficient:

2 Inconsistent

Performance is consistently superior and significantly exceeds position requirements.

4 Highly Effective:

3 Proficient

5 Exceptional:

4 Highly Effective

A. Performance Competencies

1. Displays appropriate emotional profile
Profile Assessment: Failing to Adapt
Fear – 99th percentile
Anger – 97th percentile
Sadness – 97th percentile
Joy – 15th percentile

Biometrics Profile: Extreme Stress
Heart Rate: 120bpm
BP: 138/90

+

By 2030, employers rely on algorithms to
manage white-collar employees and assess
their effectiveness. Performance reviews
are automatically generated by algorithmic
managers who evaluate employees across
areas that were previously difficult to quantify.
Attitude and emotional profiles determine
“fit” for a job and pinpoint an employee’s
development and promotion opportunities,
both within the organization and with other
companies that use the platform.

Employee Title: Customer Service AI Manager
Performance Period: Q4 2025

5 Exceptional

Working for
the Machine

Employee: 10302029-112
Supervisor: Supervisor AI 8675309

2. Possesses skills and knowledge to perform the job competently

+

Task time: Peer Group – Average. Target – Does Not Meet Requirements
Mentor Algorithm Setting: High (>25 nudges/hour)

3. Skilled at planning, organizing, and prioritzing workload
This annual performance review will become part of the employee’s personnel file. Please sign below to acknowledge that the
employee has received this document.

Employee’s Signature:
Supervisor’s Signature: Supervisor AI 8675309

8

Date:
Date: 12.30.2025

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

Cover Story • Near-future optimistic scenario

Hide in plain sight while still getting noticed.

Smooths wrinkles
Reduces eye puffiness
Instantly blocks surveillance cameras

Our patent-pending beauty technology
reduces signs of aging while thwarting
facial recognition systems.
Special pigments confuse algorithms.
Flawless coverage to feel your best.
Flawed data to confuse AI.
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Your Body, Your Home: An FAQ • Mid-future pessimistic scenario

Your Body, Your Home: An FAQ
Why did my smart home’s
conservatorship system activate?

What does the AI
conservator control?

If your smart home and your
wearable devices detected erratic
behavior—which might include
memory loss, significant emotional
distress, or a noticeable physical
impairment—your AI conservator
activated to protect you from
potential harm. Some devices may
include biomarker tracking. In that
case, your biomarkers can reveal
cognitive decline long before you,
your friends or relatives might sense
that anything is wrong.

The AI conservator, once activated,
acts as an intermediary between
you and all of the smart devices and
smart home ecosystem registered to
your account(s).

A temporary AI conservatorship is
established when individuals such
as yourself are unable to make
sound decisions on their own.

When you opted in to your device
ecosystem’s expanded offerings,
you asked your technology platform
provider to protect you in your
connected home.
The AI conservator will now make
decisions on your behalf. You will
temporarily be banned from making
large purchases. You may find that
your stove or oven will automatically
turn on and off—this is normal.
Why won’t my garage door open?
If you lease or own a vehicle and
it is parked in your garage, your

10

AI conservator may deem you
ineligible to drive. This may be
temporary.
Can my adult children or a third
party negotiate with the AI
conservator?
Yes. If you designated an adult
to act on your behalf before the
AI conservator activated, and if
that adult is deemed sound by the
AI conservator, that person can
negotiate on your behalf.
Can I petition to have the AI
conservator deactivated?
Yes, however any request made
requires one week’s worth of data
for analysis. During that time, you
may come and go freely from your
smart home, however your wearable
devices must remain on your body
and powered on at all times.

© 2022
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Metaverse, AR/VR & Synthetic Media

SCENARIO

Diminished Reality • Mid-future pessimistic

11
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SCENARIO

Metaverse, AR/VR & Synthetic Media

The Reborns • Mid-future pessimistic scenario

You’ll never forget how little she was.
They grow up too fast. Before you know it,
your darling baby is a teenager and then,
overnight, a grown woman. Now, you have the
opportunity to preserve your baby forever.

Introducing the Forever Young
collection from Samuel-Clarke.
Using our exclusive spatial mapping
technology, our artists will create a physical
replica of your little one at birth, with real-feel™
skin, synthetic nails on your baby’s delicate
fingers, and a deep-replica™ voice.

to her coo. If a stranger picks her up, she’ll cry
out for her parents.
You can’t really appreciate how lifelike she is
until you pick her up and hold her. When you
cradle her in your arms and gaze into her eyes,
you’ll swear that she is real. Save all those baby
clothes so that you can change her nappies
and dress her up in your favorite onesies
and dresses.

She is responsive to your touch and the sound
of your voice. Sing her bedtime songs and listen

The Samuel-Clarke Nurseries
Forever Young Collection
P.O. Box U-203912
Bloomington, Illinois 60721-3827

YES! I would like to preserve the
memory of my precious little one!
I understand that I need to send
NO MONEY NOW.

12

Only 6 easy
installments of

29.99*

$

Your Forever Young baby is waiting for
you, for only six easy installments of
$29.99*. Your satisfaction is guaranteed,
so please order today.

X
Signature

Date

Address

City

State

Zip Code

*Plus $299 spatial mapping fee, $99 synthetic voice generation fee,
$49 delivery, and sales tax where applicable.
© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

Hyperlocal Communities • Far-future neutral scenario

Hyperlocal Communities
A rapidly mutating environment has
reshaped the world: Rising sea levels
crept inland, acidification and plastic
waste choked the oceans, and heat waves
and fires wiped out biotas and razed
rainforests. The destruction redistributed
the human population across the
remaining habitable landmass. As a result,
research scientists, technologists, and
urban planners created a new model for
living: hyperlocal communities.
Designed to meet the demands and
limitations of the new environment,
these self-contained communities are
entirely self-sufficient. Every need is
drawn locally—vertical farms grow crops,
biofoundries synthesize medicine, and 3D
printers churn out construction materials,
clothing, and other goods. There is no
reliance on outside supply chains, and
travel is naturally limited because of the
dangers posed by the climate.

13

Consequently, these communities selfisolate and define themselves around
specific value systems. One community
operates within a capitalist structure
with a focus on health, human longevity,
and animal welfare, with strictly vegan
sources of nutrition. Another rallies around
aesthetics, including refined architecture
and plastic surgery–molded faces and
bodies dictate a person’s socioeconomic
class. Yet another community leans into
socialist ethos and relies on ubiquitous
tracking and algorithmic analysis to
manage the egalitarian distribution of
wealth and resources.
While cities of the past may have
embraced multiple societal layers where
disparate demographics intermingled,
these settlements offer unique
experiments in intentional living—and if
successful, they could offer a sustainable
model for future communities.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

Fashion’s Second-Hand News • Mid-future optimistic scenario

Fashion’s
Second-Hand News
Driven by early 21st century concerns
of environmental waste and climate
change, multinational apparel brands
explored sustainable alternatives—
and found them by tapping an existing
network of thrift stores.
Goodwill and the Salvation Army
became inspired by popular resellers
like Grailed, The RealReal, and
Depop, and began recruiting teams of
“pickers” to sift through donations for
gems—quality denim, vintage finds,
or brand names. They set them aside
for bigger sales. Soon, large apparel
brands turned to these charitable
organizations and consignment
stores to be suppliers of pre-owned

14

garments and upcyclable materials
and support new sustainable
business models.
Today, the primary and resale clothing
markets have merged into a circular
“throughsale” market, and repurposed
garments and materials drive the
majority of apparel sales—even
at big brands. Second-hand shops
generate steady revenue, apparel
makers maintain healthy margins
while reinventing themselves, and the
fashion industry’s former reputation
as a major polluter is now considered,
well, vintage.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Work, Culture & Play

What to Detect When You’re Expecting • Mid-future optimistic scenario

What to Detect When You’re Expecting
This brochure will help you prepare for a healthy pregnancy and navigate the vast
features of the Remote Autonomous Diagnostics (RAD) program. Each feature of the RAD
program is designed to ensure the healthiest pregnancy that technology can provide:
eSkins

Smart bathroom features

Vital signs—including continuous EKGs of your
unborn child—are captured through small,
wearable electronic skins. These eSkins also
detect your level of exposure to hydrocarbons
and other harmful air pollutants, and warn
you when your exposure is approaching safety
thresholds. The RAD program includes a
subscription service that will automatically ship
eSkin refills to your home. Each should last a
week and can be worn consistently 24 hours a
day—even while showering and exercising.

Your smart toilet can test urine with each “visit”
and check levels of glucose, protein, ketones,
bacteria, and blood cells. Your hydration
levels will also be assessed to make sure your
fluid intake is sufficient. Other outputs can
also be tested, and chemical analysis can
identify gastrointestinal disease and nutritional
deficiencies. All test results are automatically
forwarded to the AI OB service you selected
during registration, and our program uses this
data to guide recommendations for dietary
changes that are forwarded to your smart
kitchen and grocery delivery service.

Personal digital assistant
Your digital assistant will monitor your voice and
speech patterns to identify any cardiovascular
or respiratory issues that may arise during
pregnancy. Vocal biomarkers can also detect
emerging mental health concerns. Your digital
assistant monitors ambient conversation and
tracks your voice as you move around your
home.

15

Your connected mirror performs daily breath
analysis, which can reveal early symptoms
of gestational diabetes, test liver and kidney
function, and detect airway inflammation.
Sleep monitoring
Sleep is vital to a healthy pregnancy, and the
RAD program monitors it using low-energy

radar embedded in your digital assistant.
Radar is perfectly safe for you and your baby,
and it can differentiate between you and your
partner to detect any breathing abnormalities
you may have. You will receive a sleep report
each morning, along with recommendations for
improving sleep quality. These changes may be
reflected automatically in your nutrition plan or
in time limits on electronic devices.
Personal ultrasounds
The handheld wireless ultrasound device
connects directly to the RAD app, which will
guide you on using the wand to perform a
self-examination. Algorithms will immediately
calculate key measurements during the
exam to ensure clear image capture. As your
pregnancy progresses, your AI OB’s advanced
machine learning capabilities can even track
developmental progress from images of your
baby’s facial features.

Video of your precious bundle is immediately
available and can be posted automatically to
the metaverse, if desired.
Thank you for choosing the RAD program as your
partner in this joyful experience. Rest assured
we are monitoring everything for you, so you can
relax and enjoy this time of hopeful expectation.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

We’re Hiring! • Near-future neutral scenario

We’re Hiring!
Computer Directed Reporter
Where: Remote
We are looking for an ambitious reporter to join our growing
newsroom at the direction of our industry-leading AI editor, Nellie.
By combining open-source information from social media,
government websites, and community groups with our proprietary
data and models, Nellie optimizes how our human reporters spend
their time, contact sources, and frame their writing. Nellie is tuned to
help human journalists craft newsworthy stories that are engaging
and newsworthy. Like its namesake, Nellie Bly, our AI editor has a
best-in-class ability to find stories that resonate with audiences.
It’s easy to submit your reporting portfolio to Nellie through our
online portal. If your portfolio is a good fit, Nellie will schedule a
virtual writing test. Because our audience’s trust is essential, all
applicants must pass a background check (including an encrypted
scan of all social media profiles, text messages, and personal email)
conducted by the industry-standard ethics bot AI-ristotle.
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SCENARIO

Reporting Live From the Metaverse • Future neutral scenario

Reporting Live
From the Metaverse
Political reporting shifted when candidates started
campaigning in the metaverse. A look at then and now.

2020 Election Reporting
The job of a political reporter
was relatively easy in 2020.
It involved covering
campaign rallies, riding along
candidates on campaign
buses, monitoring Twitter
and news sites, interviewing
relevant politicians and factchecking speeches—and then
filing the stories to the web.

17

2030 Election Reporting
Reporters in 2030 split their time between tracking the leading candidates’ metaverse
campaign rallies and listening to what they say in the “real world.” They can be found
donning either headsets or smart glasses while simultaneously interpreting a transcript of a
candidate’s in-person speech while tracking other candidates’ avatars in the three leading
metaverses. Candidates tailor their statements in real time to the demographics of each
platform. Larger news services typically employ reporting bots to cover the smaller, niche
metaverses where candidates synth statements catering directly to radicalized voters.
©
Today
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© 2022
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Future
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SCENARIO

No News Is Bad News • Near-future pessimistic scenario

The Federal
Misinformation Act of 2026

18

People were once convinced
that paywalls would
save news media—and
democracy.

of 2026, which imposed
monetary fines on content
producers for violating
these terms.

Yet, as more news
publications increasingly
locked their stories behind
paywalls, the only free
information available was
misinformation. It wreaked
havoc on institutions of
knowledge and credibility.
To curb misinformation with
automated fact-checkers,
lawmakers passed the
Federal Misinformation Act

But the regulation came too
late. By then, all reputable
news was hidden behind
a paywall, proving too
costly for the majority of
consumers. This left only
two options: Read the scant
misinformation available
from free content publishers
awaiting censure from
regulators, or read no news
at all.
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SCENARIO

Concie-Air Medical Drone Service • Mid-future optimistic scenario

Welcome!
Your neighborhood has enrolled in our medical drone subscription service,
and as a new resident, you will receive coverage through your community
fees. We are excited to walk you through an overview of how we can help you.
1 Our drones are trained to listen for screams
and other signs of distress. Once detected,
an EMT drone will deploy to your location and
assess the situation within 45 seconds. You
can speak directly to the drone—its advanced
voice capabilities are equipped to understand
the top 10 global languages, even when the
speaker is distressed.
2 The EMT drone will scan the area and your
current physical condition. It can detect heart
rate, respiration, and blood pressure through
radio waves. Any wearables you may have will
be detected and may receive an emergency
access request to link to their data streams.
3 Our EMT drone may ask you to demonstrate
movement of limbs and inquire about
the events leading up to the incident. The
more information you provide, the more
comprehensive we can be in our response.

19

4 If you are unable to answer, our EMT drones
are equipped with AEDs to restore a normal
sinus heart rhythm, and they can perform CPR
as needed. Our specialized trauma swarms
are certified to apply tourniquets, stabilize
broken bones, and place C collars. Some minor
stitching can be performed on-site as well.
5 In some of the remote areas we cover or
when barriers prevent access, our transport
drones can be deployed to safely take you to
the nearest hospital.

While we hope life in your new
community is accident-free,
you can trust that if ever you
need us, we will be there!

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

Personal Trainers • Mid-future pessimistic scenario

Personal Trainers
Soft robotics allowed at-home fitness
to become far more interactive. At
first, smart fabrics embedded into
fully flexible sleeves made it so postop and injured patients could receive
physical therapy remotely. Soon, the
tech also became a hit with smart
gym companies. Wearable robotics
that could sense and adjust in real
time to correct movement patterns
became incorporated into many
home gym’s on-demand and live
fitness classes. As a premium feature,
clothes could nudge a person into the
right position or adjust the resistance
for “weight.”
But few people realized that the
clothing also captured advanced
biometric data, including the amount

20

of effort exerted and a participant’s
emotions during a workout. This
information fed the rise of synthetic
media fitness trainers. These hyperpersonalized trainers provide
“hands-on” attention during the
class—no matter how large—and
then ultimately lock in members to
the platform on an emotional level.
People brag about finding their alltime favorite trainer—not realizing
that every interaction was specifically
molded to their exact responses and
preferences. Fitness fanatics don’t
catch on that “their” Cody—while
maybe sharing a common personality
base—had evolved into something
completely different. Literally a
personal trainer.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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An Offer You Can’t Refuse • Mid-future pessimistic scenario

Subscriber: Julie White
00257
Plan ID: 701-9923802-81
26,
Date of Service: August

2030
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$23,000

$20
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BioMesh Drug Delivery

$512,000

$540

n
Ama-skin Electronic Ski
Monitoring—10 days

$893,000

Description
dage

Flexible Bioelectronic Ban
Smart Thread Sutures

TOTAL
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$1,895,000

Included with
Prime Care
$1,020
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Home of Things

SCENARIO

The Royal Flush • Mid-future optimistic scenario


The
Eco Grand is
innovation at its best
DID YOU KNOW?
• Water Savings. Only 1 cup water per flush.
• Converts Waste to Energy. A family of 4 creates 2 kWs of energy/day
—the same energy a laptop requires per week.
• Delivering Value. The more you go, the more digital credits you earn
to be redeem for earth-friendly products.

UP TO 200+ HEALTH
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
Urinary tract infections

Diabetes

Kidney disorders

Colon Cancer

Liver problems

...and more

!

22

PLUS:

After an alert, test results are sent
to your doctor, and appointments
are automatically scheduled.

• Healthy nudges to drink more
water, reduce sugar or alcohol,
suggest healthier alternatives
• Coordinates shopping with
smart fridge
• Monitors virus spread

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Home of Things

SCENARIO

What To Eat • Mid-future optimistic scenario

23
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Policy, Government & Security

SCENARIO

Long Lines at Meta Hall • Near-future pessimistic scenario

Long Lines
at Meta Hall
At Springfield’s Metaverse City Hall, our city
officials are ready to meet with you. Behind
every avatar is a real person, who can
answer your questions about your water bill,
property taxes, and other city services. You
can also chat with them to learn more about
our exciting city’s history, event venues, and
community spaces. Welcome!
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Message From Springfield City Hall’s Community Manager

Hello Springfield Citizens!
Hi. I’m Fiona from City Hall. All of our
representatives are currently busy
with other citizen avatars. Our current
wait time is 270 minutes.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Policy, Government & Security
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How To Stream Game of Thrones Re-Finale • Near-future pessimistic scenario

Posted by u/clarinone9322 15 hours ago
56.4k

What is the best VPN to stream the “fixed” final season of
Game of Thrones being aired on Tencent in China?

r/technology

Like everyone else in America, I want to watch the “fixed” Chinese episodes of the final season of GoT. I’ve
heard from friends in the Philippines that the deepfake tech they used to reshoot scenes is amazing.
SPOILERS AHEAD! They improved the visual quality of “The Long Night” so you can actually see what’s
going on in the battle involving the Night King without having to mess around with the brightness settings on
your TV. In the new version, rather than Jaime randomly teleporting (?!?) to be with Cersei in the middle of
his redemption arc, he joins Jon and the fight at King’s Landing instead. Plus Daenerys no longer sets fire to
LITERALLY EVERYTHING for no reason. Instead she accepts the surrender of Lannister forces. And I heard
they added new content in the last season so it no longer feels so rushed and confusing.

Subreddit dedicated to the news and
discussions about the creation and use
of technology and its surrounding issues.

11.4m

Members

9.1k

Online

I can’t get a subscription to Tencent, so does anyone have a suggestion on how to stream the new episodes?
2878 comments

Save

Share

Hide

Report

Created Jan 25, 2008

Join

Chxxliuse98 • 8 hours ago
I’m having the same problem. China is blocking the US from using Tencent. But you can watch clips on
TikTok.
Reply

87

Share

Report

Save

Follow

1. Submissions must be about
technology

mils-3oruusw • 2 hours ago
I use XinVPN and it is fast for streaming.
33

Reply

Share

Report

Save

Follow

Dany_Boi_DD • 1 hours ago
Thanks! I think I’m still being blocked. Is it a Chinese VPN?
6

Reply

Share

Report

Save

Follow

LimesALot12 • 1 hours ago
Every VPN seems to be having problems right now. I had luck using servers in Italy and Thailand.
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14

Reply

Share

Report

r/technology Rules

Save

Follow

2. No images, audio, or video

3. Titles must be taken directly from the
article
4. No technical support or help
questions
5. No petitions, surveys, or
crowdfunding
6. No meta posts
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Logistics, Robotics & Transportation

SCENARIO

The Light Way to Travel • Mid-future optimistic scenario

You’re eco-conscious, but you still want
to travel. We get it.
Why not leave your suitcase at home?
You’ll lighten airplane weights
and significantly reduce CO2
emissions. Plus, you won’t have to
worry about buying environmentallydamaging clothes.
Before you start your trip, scan
your body using the Repurposeful
augmented reality app. We’ll capture
your exact measurements and select
garments that match your style,
destination and itinerary.
Once you arrive at your final
destination, you’ll receive a customized
box with one-time-use garments. When
you’re done wearing our clothes, drop
them and the box into a Repurposeful
composting bin where they’ll begin
their transformation into organic
fertilizer for local soil production.
It’s easy. It’s affordable. It’s the right
thing to do.
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Logistics, Robotics & Transportation

SCENARIO

EV Charger Roulette • Mid-future optimistic scenario
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Decentralization & Blockchain

SCENARIO

Regulation Z Prime • Optimistic/pessimistic Future/near-future scenario

Regulation Z Prime
In the early 2020s, fintech companies
and large banks bought up providers
of “buy now, pay later” or BNPL
services—and the mechanism
became an embedded finance
component of online shopping
checkout systems. Soon, BNPL
became so commonplace that banks
now use it as the primary means for
extending credit, effectively getting rid
of personal lines of credit and loans.
Banks and other financial providers
see BNPL as a way to capture revenue
with high interest rates that they can
apply to unsuspecting consumers who
want immediate gratification: Think:
that new VR headset right now.
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With rampant growth and no
regulation, BNPL is pervasive,
much like the incessant pop-up
ads of the early 2000s. Banks offer
BNPL to people who can’t afford
or understand debt because their
creditworthiness models accept
anyone who makes any purchase.
Much like the mortgage crisis of 2008,
lenders wrongly believe they can
confiscate the goods purchased as
collateral. Because of this zombie
collateral, the loans are tranched and
redistributed at higher ratings, recreating conditions for the great credit
crunch of 2035.
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Decentralization & Blockchain

SCENARIO

Consumption Quota • Pessimistic Near-Future

Consumption Quota
China and the US are neck and neck
for the world’s largest GDP in 2025.
GDP is a global vanity metric that
countries use to assert dominance
over one another. The world’s largest
GDP is a coveted spot to have in
terms of negotiating global trade
agreements and geopolitical policies.
Gross Domestic Product optimizes for
consumption. It’s a calculation that
combines public and private spending
and investment. In a world where
everything is disposable, producible,
purchasable, citizens now also have a
civic duty to spend.
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During World War II, many
governments rationed certain
products like automobiles, gasoline,
silk, shoes and food like meat, dairy,
coffee and sugar. In the future,
governments like the US and China
might do the opposite - setting
consumption quotas on citizens
to ensure their rank in the global
economy.
Universal Basic Income and other
guaranteed income programs are
ubiquitous. Citizens are punished for
not spending fast enough since their
digital wallets are publicly visible and
tracked.
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Telecommunications& Computing

SCENARIO

Florida Man Charged with Stealing from Neighbors • Mid-future pessimistic scenario

30
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Telecommunications& Computing

SCENARIO

Dog Taxi • Mid-future optimistic scenario

5G has enabled hyperlocation
and connectivity from anywhere.
It also paved the way for
GuardMyDog™, which harnesses
the power of 5G and small
autonomous vehicles to chauffeur
pups to doggy day cares. Most
doggy day cares connect with the
GuardMyDog network, so they
can provide both vast outdoor
playgrounds and on-demand
fleets of dog taxis.

31
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SCENARIO

When Your Clothing Controls You • Mid-future pessimistic scenario

Press Release

Contact: Akira Spence, Communications Director
EPC.org | @akiras on the Matter Network

U.S. Supreme Court Rules in Favor of eSkin Data Collection
Washington, D.C., September 15, 2037: The U.S. Supreme Court
rejected a case Monday that would have protected consumer
data privacy rights when it ruled that employers can collect and
store data drawn from employee uniforms.
The Electronic Privacy Center had closely watched the landmark
case of Agnelli v. Monere after years of lobbying for individual
data privacy rights. In the case, Pittsburgh factory worker Petra
Hashimoto alleged that her employer, Smeeth Boot Co., and
Deux Pellis, a San Francisco–based e-skin manufacturer, used
her employee uniform without her permission in order to control
her mood and optimize her work performance. Hashimoto did not
give permission to gather the personal data used—which included
health measurements and mental health assessments based on
hormone levels—or to use it in any way.
The Supreme Court’s conservative majority ruled that Deux Pellis
had the legal right to collect and store data gathered through
its technology, and that employers were within their legal
rights to mandate the collection of data and use it to improve
business operations.
“This is a sad day for all Americans,” said Jalen Reddy, chief privacy
counsel at Electronic Privacy Center, or EPC. “We assumed a
federal precedent was set with the 2019 Supreme Court case of
Carpenter v. United States, which ruled that the government must
have a warrant before accessing a person’s sensitive cellphone
location data. Employers can now essentially do what they wish
with your data.”
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EPC has for three years lobbied Congress over concerns about
e-skins and dubious data collection practices. In 2031, Deux Pellis
introduced its eSkin clothes, material that can harden and soften
in real time to improve a wearer’s posture. The eSkin also uses
body chemistry to offer diet tips and share such data with digital
assistants for healthier grocery shopping lists. It prescribes, orders,
and delivers medications based on that body data.
The price of such clothing has dramatically dropped in the past
two years—with e-skin shirts now available at Walmart for an
affordable $72. EPC voiced skepticism to Congress about the
motives of the affordability of such clothing and demanded
transparency about who ultimately owns the data collected.
Court documents from the Hashimoto case show the extent
of consumer data collection by manufacturers and tech
companies—and how it can be used. EPC has launched a petition
to force companies to detail what data is collected and let
employees and consumers decide how it’s used. But the Court’s
recent decision will make that difficult. EPC expects there will be a
consumer backlash against e-skins. But it’s difficult to say whether
that pushback will be long-lasting because so many people rely on
them day-to-day.
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., EPC is an independent
nonprofit research center. EPC’s mission is to focus public attention
on emerging privacy and related human rights issues.
The names, companies and incidents portrayed in this scenario are
ficticious. No identification with actual persons (living or deceased),
places, buildings, and products is intended or should be inferred.
© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

Synthetic Biology,Biotechnology& AgTech

It’s Grilling Season! • Far-future optimistic scenario

Omnivores, It’s
Grilling Season!
Our bioreactors are culturing traditional
meats from starter cells for the freshest
synthetic hamburgers, chicken parts
and shellfish. And we’ve synthesized
exotic creatures to offer you the boldest,
most exciting flavor profiles!

Synthetic Whole Pork Shoulder

Synthetic Chicken Tenders

16.99/ lb

12/ dozen

$

Synthetic Porcupine Chops

19.99/ lb

$

Synthetic Cubed Swan Meat

$

Newly
Cultured
Items!

33

• Boneless Skinless
Spotted Owl Breast

11.99/ lb

$

Synthetic Panda Bear Steak

27.99/ lb

$

Synthetic Whale Steaks

19.99/ lb

$

• Hummingbird Skewers
• Tiger Steaks

Make your selection with our virtual butcher 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Visit our bioreactor Mon-Fri 10am - 4pm

Automated deliveries made every hour right to your door!
© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

Synthetic Biology,Biotechnology& AgTech

Creating Your Child With Wellspring • Far-future neutral scenario

What to Expect
Every parent(s) is assigned a
personal Wellspring team who
will assist you throughout your
reproductive journey. Your team
includes a genetic architect,
a digital fertility assistant, a
genetic encryption specialist,
a carrier liaison, a technician,
and a Wellspring concierge.
For those who desire upgrades,
cold storage for your embryos,
or artificial incubation, your
extended Wellspring team will
include additional specialists.

“The genetic architects at Wellspring
care deeply about their patients. They
didn’t overwhelm us with choices. We are
confident in the upgrades we selected, and
we will be forever grateful to Wellspring
for helping us start our family.”
–Sawyer and Kai M.
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Once your embryos have
been created, your technician
will conduct preimplantation
screenings to ensure that your
specifications have been
achieved. However, sometimes
changes occur. During
screening, we will identify
single gene defects, monogenic
abnormalities, and structural
rearrangements and remove
those embryos as candidates.

Your digital fertility assistant
and Wellspring concierge
will meet with you to discuss
risk factors for your strongest
embryo candidates. You will
select one (recommended) or
two (if you are able to support
twins) embryos for implantation
in a carrier of your choice: you,
your partner, a surrogate, or
an artificial womb housed in
our high-security incubation
facility. If necessary or desired,
your remaining embryos will be
encrypted, frozen, and stored
for use in future procedures.

Is the procedure to retrieve my
skin cells painful?

FAQ

What traits can I select for?

As you begin your journey
to becoming a parent, you
will undoubtedly have many
questions about what traits and
characteristics to select during
the genetic reprogramming
process. Below are answers
to our clients’ most frequently
asked questions.

At worst, most patients feel
a minor burning sensation.
After sterilizing a small patch
of skin on your forearm, a
technician will inject a mild
local anesthetic. Once it takes
effect, the technician will
gently remove a bit of your
skin with a precision-tooled
scalpel. Stitches usually aren’t
necessary, and the site typically
heals within a week, without
any scarring.

During the genetic architecture
phase, your digital fertility
assistant will get to know you,
or you and your partner(s),
individually. The digital assistant
will conduct interviews to
learn about your worldviews,
experiences, and expectations.
You will also undergo a
series of genetic tests to

determine heritable traits and
predispositions. Once this
process has been completed,
we will develop a custom list
of traits, and you will be invited
to select from among these
potentialities. They will include
gender, physical attributes,
cognitive dimensions, and other
features.
Can I upgrade my baseline
embryos?
Certain upgrades are offered
to parents who meet financial
qualifications. At this time,
Wellspring is pleased to
offer approved upgrades for
memory, body mass index,
bone density, lung capacity,
extended pharyngeal cavity
(for improved vocal resonance),
mild webbing between toes
(for improved performance in
water sports), and engineered
hyperosmia (an ultra-enhanced
sense of scent).

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Synthetic Biology,Biotechnology& AgTech

SCENARIO

Creating Your Child With Wellspring • Far-future neutral scenario

Is there financial assistance available to
help offset the costs of upgrades?
Patients covered under the national
health-care program are eligible for up
to three IVG cycles and up to one new life
creation. Wellspring’s world-class assistive
technology will be used to create a new
life within the standard genetic norms as
determined by your own, or your partner(s),
screenings. For example, if your cognitive
norm falls within 90 to 110 intelligence
quotient points, your embryos will match
your score range. Upgrades that are not
covered under the national healthcare
program must be paid for by parent(s).
Unfortunately, we do not offer financial
assistance to offset the costs of upgrades.
Do military veterans automatically qualify
for upgrades?
According to the current national
government’s five-year schema, all military
veterans are eligible for upgrades at no
out-of-pocket cost. Veterans interested in
upgrades must first enroll in the Mil- Gen
program. Mil-Gen program participants
will be assigned an additional Wellspring

35

liaison who will monitor the genetic
architecture and screening process and
select exclusive Mil-Gen upgrades for
each new life. New lives created under
the Mil-Gen program will be monitored
until children turn eighteen, at which point
they will serve their required four years in
the military. After their service, they can
choose a military career or transfer to an
appropriate post in the government. And
remember that new lives created in the
Mil-Gen program are guaranteed lifetime
employment and full benefits.

embryos. Beta upgrade programs are
private, opt-in opportunities between
individuals and program managers. There
is no charge to parents accepted into a
beta upgrade program; however, the beta
upgrade program should not be viewed
as a workaround for parents who do not
qualify for standard upgrades. Note: MilGen patients are automatically entered
into exclusive Mil-Gen beta upgrade
programs, and such cases do not require
an application.


How
can I opt in to Wellspring’s private
beta upgrade programs?

if I cannot find a carrier for my

What
embryo(s)?

Wellspring is committed to excellence. We
continually scrutinize our own protocols
and methodologies to exceed the exacting
standards set by the national government.
As assistive reproductive technology
innovators, Wellspring scientists are always
hard at work developing new features
and upgrades. Our beta upgrade program
participants meet with a specialized
team that will determine, on a case-bycase basis, whether these new features
and upgrades will harmonize with the
desired genetic architecture of completed

Wellspring’s high-security, encrypted
incubation facility provides a safe
alternative to in vivo pregnancy. Your
artificial womb compartment is customized
for your genetic profile, and compartments
are monitored continuously by two digital
assistants and a Wellspring Incubation
Specialist. Accessing your private
dashboard, you can generate an unlimited
number of sonograms and ultrasounds at
any time. We offer a selection of sounds—
including your voice(s); white, pink, blue,
or brownian noise; and music—to play at

optimal periods of developmental growth.
On birth day, you and up to three family
members enter the Opening Room to
witness the opening of your compartment
and removal of your baby by a team
of automated delivery specialists. Your
Wellspring concierge will then assist you
with all of your new parent needs as you
transition your new life into your home.

Adapted from The Genesis Machine:
Our Quest to Rewrite Life in the Age of
Synthetic Biology (published February
2022, PublicAffairs) by Future Today
Institute CEO Amy Webb and geneticist
and microbiologist Andrew Hessel.
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Climate, Energy & Space

SCENARIO

Cloudy with a Chance of Firenados • Near-future pessimistic scenario

Cloudy with
a Chance of
Firenados
By 2030, weather apps no longer
limit their forecasts to temperature,
rain, sleet, snow, and wind. These
apps also show when extreme
weather is likely, whether it’s a
firenado, plastic rain, smoke clouds
with orange skies, extreme flooding
or major drought.
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Climate, E
 nergy &
 Space

SCENARIO

Skin Care for the Anthropocene • Mid-future pessimistic scenario


The
climate has changed.
Has your skin care?
All-in-one protection from the full range of today’s
environmental harms.
SPF 150+

Won’t clog pores

Phthalate-free

Effective defense against*:
Plastic Rain

Microbes

Acid Rain

Ozone

Necrotizing Pathogens

Nitrogen Oxides

Airborne Carcinogens

Carbon Monoxide

UVA/UVB/UVC Rays

Sulfur Dioxide

Scan to receive a personalized
formula for your own microclimate.
*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
Not intended for use in extreme climate crisis zones.
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Climate, Energy & Space

SCENARIO

Growing Exotic Animals • Mid-future pessimistic scenario

Hunting endangered species has
always been a thrill of the top 1%.
Thanks to genetic cloning, animals are
created for the sole purpose of killing
them for millions of dollars in private
safari hunting parks. The cloning takes
mere months, and zoos made generous
donations of iced cell banks of species
such as leopards, rhinoceroses,
and gorillas. Meanwhile, efforts to
protect these species in the wild have
diminished due to environmental
changes and lack of funds, forcing the
privileged few to keep their practice out
of the public eye.

From: The HuntTM
To: wilson@trillionaires.com

Dear Mr. Wilson,
Thank you for your interest in The Hunt™ and our spectacular
experiences of hunting the rarest of species—animals that may
be near extinction or extinct in the rest of the world. It’s truly an
unmatched experience you’ll only find at our park.
You asked about the species currently available, and I’m happy to
report that our animals are exclusively made to order. The cloning
process takes about five months, and we usually wait until the
animal has reached maturity before releasing it into the safari.
While this requires some planning on your side (hunting
experiences are typically booked two to five years in advance,
depending on the animal), we have found that mature animals
increase the challenge of the hunt, making for a much more
enjoyable experience. Hunting immature animals is generally
discouraged, although exceptions are sometimes made for
inexperienced hunters (such as father-and-son hunting outings).
Please let me know if you have any further questions. I am happy
to assist in any way I can.

Sincerely,
Jeb | The Hunt™ | It’s just you against nature.
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SCENARIO

Climate, Energy & Space

From Such Great Heights • Near-future neutral scenario

From Such Great Heights
Astronauts who viewed Earth
from its orbit described it as
a transformative experience:
The unique vantage point
elicited a more global
sense of consciousness, an
appreciation and empathy
for humankind, and a drive
to take action to improve the
state of the world.
This life-changing cognitive
shift was called the
“Overview Effect.”

39

Artists and philosophers became
captivated by the idea, and the term
gained traction during the 2010s. Upon
return from his trip to space in 2021,
billionaire Jeff Bezos talked about
the fragility of Earth and a renewed
desire to protect it. Other billionaires
soon raced to sponsor their own flights
to low-Earth orbit in pursuit of the
Overview Effect, deluding themselves
that they were now one with the
planet and humankind—though their
actions actually made them even more
disconnected from the rest of humanity.
Space tourism startup Crius Space
Technologies launched low-earth
orbit trips for anyone wanting to
experience the Overview Effect, but

only the wealthy could afford the
hefty price tag. New startups emerged
to provide simulated experiences to
the masses who remain earthbound,
through the use of high fidelity optics
and fully immersive technology. But the
manufactured experience was also
expensive and mostly reserved for the
affluent.
While the Overview Effect kick-started
a collective cognitive shift to address
the existential threats facing man and
the planet, it also created a castelike division in society between those
who experienced the Overview Effect
firsthand, those who experienced
it virtually, and those who had not
experienced it at all.
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Climate, Energy & Space

SCENARIO

Beyond Earth/Beyond Human • Far-future pessimistic scenario

By 2070, climate change has ravaged the earth. Mitigation strategies
pursued decades earlier did not prevent the worst outcomes, but they did
delay the inevitable destruction. By 2040, governments across the globe
concluded climate change had reached the point of no return. They began
a global collaboration to prepare the world’s population for space travel.
While highly controversial, scientists pursued the necessary gene editing
experiments. Volunteers underwent experimental procedures to acclimate
the human body for life on other planets. Early edits aimed to make
humans resistant to radiation, to counteract the deleterious effects of
zero gravity, making them more durable for long-distance space travel.
Controversy increased upon the discovery that those who received the
gene edits wouldn’t venture off the planet, but rather were expected
to create offspring that were space ready. An entire generation was
unwittingly volunteered for emergency missions, and many began to
wonder if they were truly human, or if they had evolved beyond humanity.
The global coalition began long-distance missions in 2065 in search for
habitable exoplanets. Years later, most of these missions had not yet
found a suitable planet for habitation. For them, hope of survival relied on
additional procedures to grow synthetically engineered organs to replace
those that had failed. These advanced organs raised additional existential
questions for these individuals about their human identity. But as they
traveled further into the depths of space, it became clear that they would
soon be the only remaining representatives of Earth.
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Methodology & Frameworks

METHODOLOGY
SOURCES

Foresight

What is
Strategic
Foresight?

41

Strategic foresight reduces uncertainty about the future.
It’s about preparation, not predictions.
Foresight is a strategic activity that uses quantitative and
qualitative data, frameworks and tools to build plausible
visions of the future so that management can make informed decisions today.
Accounting data, competitor intelligence, market share, the success or failure of
past initiatives, campaigns or products, and consumer research covering nearterm supply needs can be accurate in the present, however they are often unreliable predictors of the future. Likewise, presumptions that the future will merely
be a continuation of the present does not accommodate the chaos, uncertainty
and disequilibrium that develop during periods of rapid change.
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Methodology & Frameworks

METHODOLOGY
SOURCES

Foresight

Foresight
Creates
Value

33% Higher Profitability
Companies with a dedicated strategic foresight
methodology and resources outperformed the
average by a 33% higher profitability.

200% Growth
Companies with a dedicated strategic foresight
methodology and resources outgrew their
competitors 200%.

25% Improvement
Companies say that strategic foresight improves
business objectives and planning, helps define
new markets, and builds flexible mindsets among
executives, even in times of deep uncertainty.
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AMY WEBB

MELANIE SUBIN

CEO
awebb@futuretodayinstitute.com

Director of Consulting
msubin@futuretodayinstitute.com

Founder of the Future Today Institute, Amy Webb pioneered a data-driven, technology-led foresight methodology practiced by FTI and used within hundreds of organizations worldwide. She
leads FTI’s technology research initiatives on artificial intelligence, synthetic biology and genetic engineering, next-generation networks, and quantum technologies. Webb is a professor of
strategic foresight at the New York University Stern School of Business, where she developed and
teaches the MBA course on strategic foresight. She is a Visiting Fellow at Oxford University’s Säid
School of Business, a Nonresident Senior Fellow in the Atlantic Council’s GeoTech Center and a
Fellow in the United States-Japan Leadership Program. She was elected a life member to the
Council on Foreign Relations. Webb was named by Forbes as one of the five women changing
the world, listed as the BBC’s 100 Women of 2020, ranked on the Thinkers50 list of the 50 most
influential management thinkers globally. A lifelong science fiction fan, she collaborates closely
with writers and producers on films, TV shows and commercials about science, technology and
the future. Her newest book, The Genesis Machine, explores the futures of synthetic biology and
the bioeconomy.

Melanie Subin is the Director of Consulting
for Future Today Institute, with concentrations in the metaverse and decentralization
and expertise in risk, consumer insights, and
scenario planning. She co-teaches the MBA
course in strategic foresight at the New
York University Stern School of Business.
Previously, Melanie served in insights and
foresight leadership roles at Travelers Insurance. She has specializations in strategic
management, insights development, and
financial services. Melanie holds a Bachelor of Science in Finance from Central
Connecticut State University and a Certification in FinTech from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
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JENNIFER KARPPINEN

NICK BARTLETT

RYAN HOGAN

CHRISTINA VON MESSLING

Senior Foresight Associate
jkarppinen@futuretodayinstitute.com

Senior Foresight Associate
nbartlett@futuretodayinstitute.com

Foresight Associate
rhogan@futuretodayinstitute.com

Foresight Associate
cvmessling@futuretodayinstitute.com

Ryan Hogan is a Foresight Associate at
the Future Today Institute where he leads
research in recognition, space, and energy. Additionally, he is a coach in the
strategic foresight MBA course at the NYU
Stern School of Business. He has worked
with clients from traditional publishing to
large-scale internet platforms, to leading-edge programs in decentralization and
space futures. He has been featured in the
Journal of Futures Studies, IEEE, and was
a 2015 team finalist for Fastco’s Innovation
by Design Awards. He holds an MBA in
Strategic Foresight from California College
of the Arts and a BA in Art and Philosophy
from Freed-Hardeman University.

Christina von Messling is a Foresight
Associate at the Future Today Institute.
She brings to the work extensive experience in technology innovation consulting
for Fortune 100 companies and an indepth background in digital media and
creative direction. She holds a Masters
in Law from the Freie Universität in Berlin
and ranked in the top ten percent of the
country. Christina is a coach in the strategic foresight MBA course at the NYU Stern
School of Business. She is a published
photographer and has extensive training
in the design thinking methodology. She
is specifically interested in the futures of
human societies and culture.

Jennifer Karppinen is a Senior Foresight
Associate at the Future Today Institute
where she helps leaders navigate uncertainty at the intersection of technology
and business. She has extensive experience advising clients in retail, energy,
media/telecommunications, health care,
and financial services. Jennifer holds an
MBA from Emory University’s Goizueta
Business School and a BS in Mechanical
Engineering from North Carolina State
University.
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Nick Bartlett is a Senior Foresight Associate at the Future Today Institute and
a coach in the strategic foresight MBA
course at the NYU Stern School of Business. Prior to FTI, he held positions in corporate strategy and insights generation
roles, serving as a partner to senior leadership at multiple Fortune 100 financial
services companies. Nick specializes in
insights development, framework design,
corporate innovation, strategic management, and financial services. He holds an
MBA and a bachelor’s degree in Public
Relations from Quinnipiac University.
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MARC PALATUCCI

ELENA GIRALT

SAM GUZIK

KRISTOFER
EMILY“KRIFFY”
CAUFIELDPEREZ

Senior Foresight Affiliate
mpalatucci@futuretodayinstitute.com

Foresight Affiliate
egiralt@futuretodayinstitute.com

Foresight Affiliate
sguzik@futuretodayinstitute.com

Foresight
Affiliate
Creative Director
kperez@futuretodayinstitute.com
ecaufield@futuretodayinstitute.com

Marc Palatucci is a Senior Affiliate at
the Future Today Institute, with research
specializations in the metaverse and new
realities (AR/ VR/ XR, DR), digital fashion,
retail and e-commerce. He co-teaches the
MBA course in strategic foresight at the
NYU Stern School of Business. Palatucci
serves on the World Health Organization’s
Learning Strategy Advisory Group and is
a Senior Deputy to the World Economic
Forum’s Platform for Shaping the Future
of Media, Entertainment and Culture. He
holds an MBA in Emerging Technology
from New York University’s Stern School of
Business and a BA in Linguistics and Languages from NYU’s Gallatin School.

Elena Giralt is a Foresight Affiliate at the
Future Today Institute, where she leads
research in blockchain, cryptocurrencies,
decentralized media and technology. She
holds an MBA from New York University’s
Stern School of Business and a BA/BS in
Political Science, French and Middle Eastern Studies from Santa Clara University.

Sam Guzik is a Foresight Affiliate specializing in technology, digital products, subscription products, and newsroom tools.
His career includes a broad range of experience that includes product management,
strategic foresight, scenario forecasting,
audience engagement and leadership in
legacy news organizations. Passionate
about building a sustainable future for local news, Guzik has demonstrated results
creating innovative, engaging and impactful journalism — and business models to
support that work. Guzik is a graduate of
Washington University in St. Louis, Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism and the NYU Stern School of Business.
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and
product
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and
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design
teams to deliver new product solutions
and best-in-class customer-centric experiences to market-leading financial institutions. Kriffy has also worked for MasterCard Advisors, the Boston Consulting
Group, IBM, and co-founded a paytech
startup. Kriffy has played an integral role
in more than 120 strategic projects across
8 countries and has filed 15+ patents.
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EMILY CAUFIELD

ERICA GRAU

JENNIFER ALSEVER

CHERYL COONEY

Creative Director
ecaufield@futuretodayinstitute.com

Designer
egrau@futuretodayinstitute.com

Editorial Director
jalsever@futuretodayinstitute.com

Director of Operations
ccooney@futuretodayinstitute.com

Emily Caufield has served as Creative Director for the Future Today Institute for the
past decade. She uses her graphic design
skills to communicate complex ideas, visualize data, and develop frameworks for use
in strategic foresight and futures activities.

Erica Grau is a freelance graphic designer with over a decade of experience. She
grew up in Atlanta, Georgia where she
graduated with a degree in advertising
from The University of Georgia and then
furthered her education at The Creative
Circus in graphic design. She then moved
to New York City where she has worked
with many clients including The United
Nations, The Bronx Zoo, Weight Watchers and many more. From print to digital
design, she enjoys working on a variety
of different types of projects to continue
growing her skillset.

Jennifer Alsever led editorial production
for the 2022 FTI Tech Trends Report. She
has been a journalist for more than two
decades covering tech, biotech, startups
and business for such publications as Fortune Magazine, the Wall Street Journal,
the New York Times, Wired and Fast Company. A popular young adult fiction writer,
Alsever has won multiple YA awards for
her Trinity Forest Series.

For over a decade, Cheryl Cooney has
served as the Future Today Institute’s
director of operations, where she manages
workflows, planning and logistics. Cooney
is a published poet, with works appearing
in American and Australian anthologies.
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MEL BLAKE
Business Development
mblake@futuretodayinstitute.com

TOM FOSTER
Editor

SARAH JOHNSON
Editor

Mel Blake handles commercial development and client relations for FTI. He was
formerly founder and managing director
of Monitor Talent, a speaker agency he
founded at the Monitor Group, a global
consulting firm. He is a board member
of The Yale Center for Customer Insights.
He holds an MBA from the Yale School of
Management and a BA in Economics from
Wesleyan University.
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About the Future Today Institute
Founded in 2006, the Future Today
Institute researches, models, and
prototypes future risk and opportunity. As the leading strategic foresight
and futures management consultants to executive leadership teams
worldwide, FTI’s data-driven applied
research reveals trends and calculates how they will disrupt business,
government, and society.

Contact Us

Together with our clients and partners, FTI is helping leaders achieve
their preferred futures. Our pioneering, data-driven forecasting methodology and tools empower leaders
to make better decisions about the
future, today.

Twitter

hello@futuretodayinstitute.com
267-342-4300
www.futuretodayinstitute.com

Social
@FTI

LinkedIn

@Future-Today-Institute
Facebook

@FutureTodayInstitute

Instagram

@futuretodayinstitute
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DISCLAIMER

Disclaimer
The views expressed herein are the
authors’ own and are not representative of the greater organizations in
which they have been employed. The
names of companies, services, and
products mentioned in this report are
not necessarily intended as endorsements by the Future Today Institute or
this report’s authors.
The Future Today Institute’s 2022 Tech
Trends Report relies on data, analysis, and modeling from a number
of sources, which includes sources
within public and private companies,
securities filings, patents, academic research, government agencies,
market research firms, conference
presentations and papers, and news
media stories. Additionally, this report
draws from the Future Today Institute’s previous EMT Trends Reports,
FTI Trend Reports, and newsletters.
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FTI’s reports are occasionally updated on the FTI website.
FTI advises hundreds of companies
and organizations, some of which are
referenced in this report. FTI does not
own any equity position in any of the
entities listed in this presentation.
Any trademarks or service marks used
in this report are the marks of their respective owners, who do not endorse
the statements in this report. All rights
in marks are reserved by their respective owners. We disclaim any and all
warranties, expressed or implied, with
respect to this report.
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Using and Sharing the Material in this Report

We invite you to use, share, and build
upon the material in our 15th annual
Future Today Institute Tech Trends
Report. We are making it freely available to the public. This work is licensed
under a Creative Commons CC BYNC-ND 4.0 International License.

You are free to:

Under the following terms:

You are prohibited from:

Share

Attribution

Commercial Sharing

Copy and redistribute the material in
your organizations and classrooms.

You must give appropriate credit to
the Future Today Institute, provide a
link to this Creative Commons license,
and indicate if any changes were
made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that
suggests that the Future Today Institute endorses you or your use.

Don’t copy and redistribute this material in any medium or format for
commercial purposes, including any
personal/corporate marketing and
client services.

NonCommercial
You may not, under any circumstance,
use the material for commercial purposes.
No Derivatives
If you remix, transform, or build upon
the material, you may not distribute
the modified material.
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Representing This Work As Your Own
Do not represent any part of this material as your own without giving credit
to the Future Today Institute.
Changing This Material
If you remix, transform, or build upon
the material, you may not distribute
the modified material.
Additional Restrictions
You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict
others from doing anything this license
permits.
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